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Finding the Data Feeds 

To locate the comScore data feeds within AAM you can:  

1. Scroll through the list of options within the marketplace. You can sort the table by Name or Provider to help organize the options. 

2. Conduct a search of the options based on the data source ID or keywords from the name/description details (ex. “comScore”, 

“TV”).  

The name, data source ID, description and provider labels for each of the comScore data feeds are listed below to aid in your search.

OPTIONAL LABEL

Comscore Activation in Adobe Audience 

Manager (AAM)
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Data Feed 

Name

Data 

Feed ID Description Provider

Markets 

Available

comScore -

Demographics

237036 Trusted Comscore demographics powered by the same 

measurement technology as MRC-accredited vCE with a proven 

track record for improving in-target delivery. 

Comscore AU, BZ, CA, 

HK, MX, 

TW, US

comScore -

OTT & Gaming 

Consumption

193610 Powered by Comscore Total Home Panel, these segments help 

to identify and target often elusive OTT and SVOD consumers, 

viewers of select OTT services – including Amazon, Hulu, Netflix 

and YouTube, or gamers.

Comscore US

Comscore -

Personas

437364 Powered by Comscore’s cutting-edge data science and massive 

scale, these predictive audiences enable you to reach highly-

valuable, sought-after audiences – including football, basketball 

and award show fans –across platforms.

Comscore US

comScore – TV 

Viewing 

Insights

106896 Comscore TV audiences are built from precise second-by-second 

viewing of tens of millions of televisions in all 210 local markets 

across the United States (US). Strategically amplify campaign 

exposure across digital and to reach viewers of 300+ networks, 

show and movie genres, dayparts, or based on TV ad exposure.

Comscore US

Comscore -

Valid Human 

Segments

415084 Leverage Comscore Valid Human Segments to mitigate issues 

with fraudulent traffic and cookies. 

Comscore Worldwide
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Reviewing the Data Feed Details 

Once you have located the comScore data feed that you are interested in, click on the name of the data feed to see more information 

about that feed. The details page shows you the available plan use cases, billing amounts, subscription controls, and a Venn diagram 

with trait overlap data for the last 30-days. 

Note: For private data feeds you will need to request and be granted access to the feed to be able to see these details. 

Plan Use Cases 

There are multiple plans available for each comScore data feed based on use case. Below are the use case descriptions that Adobe

provides for each option. 

Segments and Overlap 

This use case lets you compare your traits with provider traits in a trait-to-trait overlap report. Also, you can create or add provider traits 

to a segment and make additional comparisons with the segment-to trait and segment-to-segment reports. Overlap comparisons can 

help you: 

• Extend audience reach: Low overlap suggests your traits contain users you have not seen before. You may want these traits to try 

and reach new users. 

• Enhance existing audiences: High overlap suggests your traits are similar to those owned by the data provider. You may want 

these traits to help make targeted, incremental improvements to an already developed audience. 

Activation

This use case lets you send data to a destination. In Audience Manager, a destination is any third-party system (ad server, DSP, DMP, 

exchange, etc.) that you want to share data with. However, with an Activation use case, you cannot run overlap reports or test the data 

in an algorithmic model. 

Subscribing to a Data Feed 

To enable comScore data within AAM you must subscribe to one of the plans listed for that data feed.  To subscribe to a plan within a 

public data feed: 

1. Click the data feed name in the Marketplace. 

2. In the Use Case section find the plan you want to use and move the Subscription slider to On. 

3. Click Review and Subscribe. 

4. In the terms and conditions pop-up, click the check box and the click Ok. 


